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IHE AUrOMOBILE AND IRE FUrURE:

SOME ISSUES

DAVID A,. HENSHER

School of Economic and Financial
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Macquarie University"

ABETRA CT ,: The automobile has been central to debates on the
future of oil-based societies in which economic Pl'o{Jpes8
is believed to be heavily dependent on a healthy
industrial base~ with the state oj' the auto industry
an -indicator oj' the ovel'aZl condition of this sector.
The effect oj' the OPEC cartel and the successful
implant Of' Japanese cars in the dbmestic markets of'
N01"t;h America" Ew:>ope" Britain and Australasia" has
transformed a highly predictable transport sector .into
one of both great uneeptainties and potential,

Nine years have elapsed sinee the -initial OPEC pP£ae
rises; suifie-tent time to begin to aSSess the
inj'luenee of enel'gy and other .factol's on the auto
industry and on the demands by househo lds and businesses
fop types of vehicles and the use thereOf" This papeX'
discusses the future of the automohi le in the light
oj' the special emphasis being directed to the auto
industry~ fuel options~ and eonswner energy eonservation.,
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THE AUTOMOBILE AND THE FUTURE

INTRODUCTION

It is often argued that the future of the car is predomin-
antly conditioned by the availability of oil As a consequence
for the car, the oil 'crisis' is an energy 'crisis I thr'eatening
its role as an unique form of transport in industrial countries

A common prescription is that households wi 11 have to make
a number of lifestyle changes: less use of cars. more use of public
transport, more centralisation of activities, less discr'etionary
tr'ave 1. and more car poa 1i n9., The pr'escri pt i on a 1so asks for
urban renewal and increased residential densities.

The functional advantages of the car in the formation and
maintenance of particular (preferred) lifestyles, and the importance
of the automobile industry have in recent years been exposed to
significant pressures. The initial source of this pressure, the
international oil 'crisis ' , is now understood mor'e clearly to be a
political and financial crisis rather than a global shortage of
crude oil per se:

tThere is an energy c~s~s because government has decreed
that there shall be one" .. ""Of course, government has not
done so openly, ' (Friedman, 1979)

An extensive literature focusses on the levels of oil
reserves which will be r'ecoverable at various prices (e"g Stobaugh
and Vergin 1979, Saunders 1981, Australian Senate Standing Committee
on National Resources, 1980) Its main position is a diminishing
supply of oi I reserves, a position used by governments in the
pronouncement of an lenergy crisis'. The situation was further
exacerbated in the US" during the 70 1 s by the unwillingness of
government to permit market forces to determine a price structure
that not only reflects the true cost of the supply of petrol, but
which also provides the requisite incentives for exploration and
research into all forms of energy sources for' transport The
countries that currently price crude oil at world parity claim to
have demonstrated its impact on exploration for more oi I reserves
whi le at the same time encour'aging investment in research into
alternative technologies

An oil 'crisis' (if it exists) does not necessitate an energy
'crisis' unless suitable government policies are not introduced"
A major concern is not the amount of global oil but the need for
imported oil. Some countries, especially in the developing nations,
import 100% of their oil and oil products, The debate is mainly
in the political arena: the energy crisis is a crisis of our
political system! (Stobaugh and Verg!n 1979, 13)" In particular,
if all controls on the prices of crude oil and other petroleum
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products were eliminated, leaving a competitive priCIng structure
to operate as the arbiter, then in any situation of shortage of

J the shortage should substantially disappear, Consumers would
able to obtain all the oil they were willing to pay for, the

tion which governs all other product markets. A competitive
ing structure would assist the introduction of new technologies
alternative fuels Importantly, given the higher level of

ical competence and economic development of todayls society,
outcome cou Jcl be a less expens i ve (j n r ea I terms J and mor'e

supply of ener'9Y (in vat lous forms). The 01 J companies
a vested interest in the outcome (as do governments who obtain

iderable revenue from the output of such giants). their reticence
responding to pressur'es for research into alternative fuel sources

ing the non-viability of alternatives at current pr'ices"

To discuss the future of the car an appreciation is required
factors. The growth in car owner'ship in the 60s and 70s
ioJely (or even primarily) the result of low-priced oil,

relatively loltJ retail petrol prices may have influenced the
of vehicles purchased and the pattern of vehicle usage, other

fa,:tclrs influenced the total stock of vehicles: the capital cost
car relative to the benefits; risIng incomes, the influence

Sulbulcb,misation, encouraged by t'elatively lower land pf'ices in
suburbs. and the absence of suitable public transport in many

The role of these other influences has been reinforced by (1)
increase in the par'ticipation of manied women in the wor'kforce,

ihtn,a,;ed variability in wor'k hours (staggered wor'khours and compressed
policies). and spatial disper'sion of the family The combin-

of petrol pr'ices and engine efficiency is of particular concern
motorist, yet the fuel cost per' kilometre is such a small

~h:~rltage of both the overal' and transpot't money--~btli:lget that it
only a marginal impact on car ownership

The motor-veh ic 1e manufactur'ers have reacted to the expectat ions
retai I petrol prices (so as to pr'e~serve a gr'owing car market)

provision of more fuel-efficient vehicles The new gener'ation
les have also been influenced significantly by the safety and

ion regulations of most countr'ies,

In Austr'aJia. pat'ticipation rates for married women rose from
6.5% of aT I wives in 1947 to 32,8% at the 1971 census, and
41,,5% in the November' 1977 Labour Force Survey In theU.S ,
the participation t'ates for mart'led women (husband present)

14% (1940), 22% (1950), 31% (1960), and 40% (1970) (Eyland
ai, forthcoming),
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THE AUTOMOBILE AND THE FUTURE

The following sections discuss the future of the automobile
in the light of the special emphasis being directed to the auto
industry, alter'native fuels and energy conservation, The orientation
is that of industrialised nations. To some extent it presents a
personal interpretation of the automobile and the future,

THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

Many of the problems in the automobile industry are associated
with adjustments in the distribution of mark~t)Power rather than
in any global decline in the total industry.{2 However', since an
industrialised nation's automobile industry has been viewed as Ithe
single most potent economic lever l (Leach 1973: i) any tremors in
its performance are serious. Whi le par'! of the shor't-term recession
in specific national auto industriEYs especially that of the U,S ,
wi J 1 be r-emedied in the long-term \31 as a conseq-t)ence of investment
in plant and equipment to produce more competitive automobiles,
there is I ikely to be a more permanent reshaping of national manuf
acturers to reflect the trend to a globalised auto industry This
has exacerbated the debate on import curbs, especially in the U"S .. ,
for example, Ford (U"S,) is calling for tough new curbs on imports
whi le at the same time enl isting a Japanese auto fi rm (Toyo Kogyo,

2, Australia, 1980, illustrates the general health of the industry
450,235 passenger cars were sold, 1,,6% less than the strong
sales in year 1979 in which new models were brought out by
GM Holden and Ford Australia The big shift in the market
was not so much in brands as in engine sizes" The 4-cyl inder
market advanced from a 57% share to 67%, a record increase
v8 sales slumped from 52,000 in 1979 to 22,000 in 1980,
6-cylinder sales in 1980 were 128,000 and 4-cylinder sales
were 300,000, The last 3 months of 1980 saw a swing back to
6-cylinder models; dealers suggesting 'that some buyers
r'ediscovered that small cars are cramped during the vacation
season. Impor't sales increased from 89,ono i!1 1979 to
112,000 in 1980, a 25% market shar'e, despite the 57,5% tariff
on landed cost and a quota system designed to limit imports
to a maximum of 20% of the new car mar'ket (Automotive News,
1981)

3, Lead times are typically 4 to 5 years for new power-train
components and 3 years for other vehicle parts, This in
part explains the heavy (current) import of vehicle parts,
especially for the smal ler vehicles,
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of which Ford has 25% equity interest)(4) to help develop small,
fuel-efficient vehicles for the American market in the mid-80s,
which will be fully imported In Australia Ford imports Mazda
parts for its Laser One explanation is the cash shortage due to
heavy commitments in South America and Third World countries (for
example, the $120 million paint plant in Argentina) and the need
to have a high efficiency fT'cnt-wheel drive mini-compact for 1985
to compete with similar planned offerings of GM (S-car, 40-50 mpg
or 14-18 kpl), Chrysler and several non-U S firms,

Globalising the industry means producing vehicles and
associated components in that part of the world in which the return
on investment is the gr'eatest, and has the potential effect of
reducing nation-loyalties in anticipation of incr'eased global market
shares rather than domes tic ma rket sha res, It does not mean
standardising a total vehicle design across all market nations
(i.e, a world car, a concept that has not succeeded) The real
future growth markets for autos and the sour'ces of less expensive
labour are the developing countries which include the OPEC nations
(Figure 1) (See also Mogridge 1981) In the 80s the Third Wot'1d

Automotive News, 1981

Vehicle Registration Growth vs Gross
Domestic Product Growth, 1976-1980

GM (U.S,,) owns 34% of lsuzu and has r'ecently acquired Chrysler1s
ope rat ions in Co I umb ia and Venezue 1a" Renau 1towns 22" 5% of
American Motor's and 20% af Valva car"s,
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is experiencing population booms, particularly in the under-3D
age category, along with massive migration to metr'opolitan ar'eas
and high under'~empJoyment (exceeding 50% in countries like Mexico)
The appropriate vehicles when acquisition is possible are those
in the small-medium size categories. This market will be open to
the U,,$ -based giants as a result of downsizing. The new auto
markets and multi-manufacturer par'ticipation will require auto
companies to develop a high degree of political sophistication

A major reason for the current pr'oblems in the U,,$ auto
industry is the abrupt shift in consumer demand towards small cars
caused by the 1979 OPEC price rise, The 179 rise appears to have
been the final proof that consumers needed to confi rm that prices
were going to r"emain high, Consumer illusions had been fostered
by the government IS previous policy of holding- fuel prices below
world levels, initially discouraging the market's demand for fuel
economy. Interestingly, although Australia and the U.$, premium
petrol is currently priced at almost the same level ($AD.34 per
litre and $AD, 33 per' litre respectively as of 1 April 1981), the
Australian consumer appears to have acknowledged, much before 1979,
regular price increases with the market size mix historically more
geared up to accommodate down-s i z i ng demand Du ring ea r Iy 1981
the US, fleet of new registrations had gr'eater efficiency- over
the Australian flow, given the help of imports; and is r'apidly
catching up with the efficiency of the Australian stock At the
cur'r'ent rate of change, it is estimated that the small car percen
tage of the U,S auto fleet will be 70% in the 1990's and level off
at8Q% in the late 1990's (Automotive News 1981)

The low-price petrol policy in the U S, which followed the
loss of Iranian oil in 1979, together with shortages and petrol
lines, magnified the shock of a transition that precipitated a
significant shift in car-type demand from one end ofe fhe market
to the other" This gave the Japanese a windfall" 5 Few other
countries (such as Denmark and Holland) experienced that degree
of shock despite a gr'eater dependence on imported oi I This
partially reinforced the policy of globalising the industry which
in the long-tem may be in the interests of the international
industry as well as consumers,

5" The qua I i ty con t ro I of Japanese autos showed the U" S
manufacturers that quality control must become a prime
objective, and is now a key factor in the U S, industries
plan to reclaim its earlier market share
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generally argued that the price of petml and the fuel
vehicles influence the types of automobiles owned and
This section reviews the evidence

New directions are emerging in the automobile industries
These adjustments, while causing economic problems, appear to be
taking the automobile into a new era Particular nations may well
obtain net gains or net losses for their pr'oducers, but the consumer
appears to be benefitting,

IMPACT OF PETROL PRICES AND AUTO EFFICIENCY ON CAR OWNERSHIP AND USAGE

It is
efficiency of
the i r usage,

It is argued that a free mar'ket will enrich the competitive
base of the U S. auto industry and make it more efficient, However,
the real issue is equality of access to markets in other countries
That is, since U, S. consumers are fr'ee to take advantage of the
lowest prices any importer can provide then arguably U,5. producers
should be free to export to anywhere in the world Globalising of
the automobile industry may aid this equalisation but only in the
long-term; in the short-term cost cl! fferences between the U, Sand
,Japan, for example, must be dealt with to ensure that the transform-
ation to a world product occurs Globalising may also have the
effect of rational isation of the number of mass-market manufacturers
to a level the world economy can support,

Petml prices in 1973 and 1979 for six countries are given
in Table 1 together with average kilometres per vehicle. In the U S
petrol prices increased 102% from 47 cents/gallon in 1973 to $0.95/
gallon in 1979; average U.S kilometres per vehicle incr'eased 12%
during this period In Eur"ope, where petrol prices have traditionally

higher because of taxes and the absence of price control, average
kilometres per' vehicle increased between 173 and 179 in Fr"ance, remained
unchanged in Germany and declined marginally in England and significantly
in Italy" The r'eal pdce of petrol dropped by 8,,5 per cent in Austr'alia,

th average kilometres per car' decreasing by 2,,7 per cent. The only
usive (although tempor'aroy) reduction in aver'age vehicle kilometres

betw"en 173 and 179 occurr'ed when ther'e was... a petrol shortage due in
to an oil embargo, and spot shor'tages in 1979 following the

ranian r'evolt (Figure 2)" It is very risky to use such aggregate
in Table 1 to infer any causality between petrol price changes

veh i c le k i lomet re changes, wi thout account i n9 for' other changes
the economy and in househo 1cl auto stock"
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Petro 1 Pr i ce Per' Cent Average kms Per Cent
(SUS) per Change per Vehicle Change

U. s. ga 110n
173 ' 79 173- 1 79 ' 73 ' 79 173- 1 79

-----------
U S 47 95 102 15984 17902 12 0

United Ki ngdom 12 30 16 14400 14300 -0. 7

France 35 67 24 12480 13440 7 7

G.ermany 63 80 10 16160 16160 o 0

Italy 38 35 -2 12000 9600 -200

Austra 1i a+ 82 75 -85 15400 15000 -2 7
--------

+ cars and station wagons only

Real petrol prices and kilometres~

vehicle, 1973 and 1979

(in constant U,S dollars, 1978 base)
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CPI's from DEeD, Main Economic Indicators 1960-1979
(OEeD, Paris 1980)
Actual Petrol Prices, Kulp et al ,1980 (Tables 5,4,

34)
Oil and Australia 1980 (Australian Institute of
Petroleum Ltd)
ABS Survey of Motor Vehicle Usage (including extra
polations)
Report in Automotive News March 9. 1981 on Goodyear
Tyr'e and Rubber Co" analysis

Tanner (19811

Sources:---.
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THE AUTOMOBILE AND THE FUTURE

The empir"ical evidence up to the mid 170s on the own price
elasticity of transport demand for petrol in the Western World
suggests it is relatively inelastic (Burright and Enns 1975,
Be!1dtsen 1980). The predicted short-r"un own price elasticity of
demand in the U.$, varies from -015 to -0 36, with -0,,21 selected
by the Federal Energy Agency (Charles River Associates, 1977) and
lea (1981) and Wheaton (1980) both proposing -0 38 The estimated
long-run elasticity var'ies between -0,,17 and -0 92, with a Federal
Energy Agency figure of -0 76. These figures are almost identical
to Sweeney's (1974) results of -.22 (short run) and -.78 (long run).
The estimated short-run elasticity in Australia for" 1955-76 is -0,,08
(Schou and ,Johnson, 1979); and the figure for the United Kingdom,
1973-74 is -01 (Mogridge, 1977) The values will vary according
to trip purpose, household income, and time-of-day of travel Such
low short-run responsiveness to petrol price increases makes this
an ineffective policy tool by itself for' meeting short-run crises

Since only a small per'centage of the gener'al ised cost of
travel is petrol and oil, with the value attached to time savings
making time costs predominant (Hensher, 1977; Hensher and Dalvi,
1978; Lave, 1980), petrol costs would have to increase substantially
(at least 300%) for its cost to be a significant factor (in the set
of economic indicators) influencing behaviour.

The e1asticities reported above are post hoc analyses of
past data (and not forecasts of the future), relating to long-term
trends which end in the mid-"70s Recent (up to 178) work by
Pindyck and Griffin (as reported in Harris and Davies 1981) analysing
data from 12 countries suggests (over a 15 year period) a higher
long-run price elasticity of energy demand in transport of -1..06,
A fundamental concern about all these price e1asticities is the
extent to which the effects of a general economic recession, changes
in the structure of final demand, technical innovation and good
housekeeping conservation have been accounted for The very r'ecent
(198o onwards) evidence on the relationship between petrol pr'ice
increases and demand for petrol suggests that these other effects
are poorly represented in econometric models used to obtain price
elasticities of demand

The evidence indicates that the price of petrol has a greater
impact on car size than on car usage Mogridge (1977, 1981) shows
that the fuel pr'ice increase is taken up in a long-r'un adjustment in
car size This result is based on a study of annual car pr'ices
(by age and size) from 1957 to 1973 and monthly prices from 1973

Efficient resource utilisation requires that the fuel
efficiency of the car be optimised within theconstr'aints of current
technology and expectations of future fuel prices Lea (1981)
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indicates, for the U S" car efficiency direct point elasticities
with respect to fuel price of -0,,25 (long run) and -0.12 (short
run), significantly lower than the U S petrol consumption eJastic-
ities with respect to pett'cl price as selected by the FEA. However,
when compared with the actual fuel efficiency of the total auto
fleet in the U,S from 1972 to 1979, the observed 8% improvement
(Lea 1981) is much greater' than the predicted 2 3% short run
improvement or 4,,8% long run improvement Events in the last 3
years have placed doubt on the use of elasticities derived from
highly aggregate trend-oriented models of the mid-170s,,(6)

There are many factors contributing to fuel efficiency:
vehicle characteristics, maintenance, driving habits, and operating
conditions, The most influential yebicle characterist~c influencing
fuel consumption is vehicle weight, t7) An estimated 1977 relation
ship between weight (W) and fuel consumption (C) for passenger
vehicles in Austral ia is (Lane, 1977)

C 31 + 58 W litres/lOaD km, where W is weight in tonnes

Thus, a 20% petrol saving can be achieved by switching from a car
weighing 1 5 tonne to 1" 1 tonne The average weight of all car's
and station wagons in Austral ia in 1977 was 1 3 tonne (With 57% of
the vehicles in excess of 1.1 tonne). In contrast the U.S" GM
fleet1s average test weight for 1977 was 1896 tonne (4180 pounds),
with a projected 1984 weight of just under 1 36 tonnes (3000 pounds)
This 1984 projection for a major U S manufacturerls autos is
similar to Australia1s 1977 position; however with imports, the
overall U"S. figure will be much lower" The use of lighter' weight
materials (aluminium and plastic composites) is expected to reduce
weight (Agnew, 1981) The average U"S, made 1981 model car contains
a record 130 pounds of aluminium, equal to 4% of its weight (compared
to 2% in 1970) Accessories also influence engine output power,
The range of energy consumption per vehicle-kilometre contributed
by automatic transmission and air conditioning ar'e respectively 0-5%
and 10-15%, The constant speed accessory drive is one means of

6 This is one area where short-run elasticities in particular
require carefully conducted, highly disaggregated empirical
studies, preferably using longitudinal panel data, IAnalysis
of household level data. ,could lead to significant improve
ments in the understanding of the vehicle market at modest
cost l (Mellman 1981, 30)

7 A study by Essenhigh et aI, (1979) shows that increased fuel
consumption due to larger engine size can be partially offset
by a specific engine efficiency that impmves linearly with
increasing engine size" GM proposes to decrease engine'
sizes only slightly faster than vehicle weights so that
power-to-weight ratio, related to vehicle acceleration
performance, will not show a large loss (Agnew, 1981, 5),
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improving the air-conditioner consumption level,reducing it to 6-11%(8)
Other add-on modifications such as thermostatically con tal led cooling
fans can reduce fuel requirements by up to 5-10%

Maintenance(9) and driving habits are primarily under' the
control of the user, despite the ability of government to undertake
programs on driver education and advertising campaigns. The or'ient-
ation must include a dir'ect pecuniary saving to the individual, rather
than only a contr'ibution to societies energy conservation (see below),
Lack of maintenance unnecessar'j Jy increases fuel consumption - the
major contributions relating to air-cleaners, air-fuel mixture,
ignition timing, tyre pressure, wheel alignment and brake settings.
Driving more slowly, changing gears at the correct moment, and avoiding
sudden stops and rapid acceler'ation can save up to 20% of fuel
consumption However, for many individuals the cost of tuning
usually exceeds any perceived benefits"

The area given most consideration (of those outlined above)
is the vehicle characteristics (e,g Erlbaum et al , 1977), It is
commonly assumed that vehicles with greater engine capacity are less
efficient and thus should be taxed at a differential (higher) rate
This is usually achieved by varying car registration fees, However,
age is a major factor, especially now that manufactur'ers are mor'e
conscious of the need to improve fuel efficiency In the U.S. the
federal laws mandate steadily increasing average new car efficiency
from 7,,8 kpJ in 1978 to 11.9 kpl in 1985 (with the effects spread
over the enti re fleet by 1995) A study by Erlbaum et aI, (1977)

8" A report in the (New South Wales) National Roads and Motorists
Association (NRMA) magazine, Open Road, claimed a net 2% fuel
saving from air conditioning With the windows up, wind
resistance is reduced

,9 There is (unsubstantiated) evidence in Australia that the
current range of smaller vehicles are most costly in mainten
ance, especially for high-kilometre vehicles, since the parts
are of lower quality The reduction in average vehicle
kilometres travelled per vehicle, however, must offset (partly,
at least) this cost penalty" Time will identify a consumer
group who may find smaller vehicles more costly" However,
the smal I vehicle of the future is projected to be of higher
quality than cUr'rent large vehicles, This r'einforces the
fuel efficiency benefits In the U S" however', some
observers argue that lar'ger cars are perceived to be losing
quality while smaller cars are perceived to be improving in
quality (Mellman 1981, 26)
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A very recent, and as yet uninfluential, effect is the avail
ability of lclone l cars, such as twin-cab light commercials
and family car vans Such options may slow down the growth
of multi-car households if the main r'eason for multiple
ownership is in flexibility of an auto type in meeting
househo 1d needs

developed energy forecasts in terms of the price, avai lab! I Ity and
efficiency of vehicle types and concluded that the achievement of
significant petrol conservation (i .e. the whole fleet at an average
of 11.9 kpl by 1985) in New York State would require, with reasonable
petrol prices and continued mobility growth, the full ~ehicle stock
turnover by 1985. a ten year period,
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Lane (1977) shows for Austral ia that 50% of the ki lometres are
by vehicles of no mor'e than 4 years vintage This evideflce
does not suggest that a fleet of all-new cars would be driven
more; it must be interpr'eted as historical data and used
cautiously in projections. The income effect clearly plays
an important role

Even though such levels of fuel efficiency will be achieved,
having aT ready exceeded the 1981 U, S mandated level (Figure 3).
this does not necessarily mean a reduction in petrol consumption
per household The reasonit:l9 is not clear. The important
parameters are the growth in multi-car households, the increased
fuel efficiency of new vehicles, and the relatively greater kilometres
of new vehicles, The causal r'elationships are however unclear' (10)
The position adopted here is that the growth in multi-car households
is mainly associated with other issues such as suburbanisation, growth
of the company car sector (in part response to wage freezes or index
ation), and changes in patterns of family lifestyle (especially the
increase in working wives)" Given the increase in multi-vehicle
households, the ki lometres per vehicle per household have decl ined
in recent years; however given the evidence that newer vehicles

to have greater annual ki lometr'es (Lane, 1977) (1.1) (this
being relative to the stock, implying some annual growth in

, then since the new annual r'egistrations are overall more fuel
cient, we would expect them to be associated with the greatest

lometres per vehicle. This does not imply that there is a positive
relationship between fuel efficiency and kilometres travelled

pr'ice elasticity of vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) is small
ther because fuel costs are only a fraction of total costs and/or

not very large in absolute terms" [n the U,S., total VKT has
declined much since 1979 even though petrol prices have quadrupled,

lowering effective petrol prices via more ki lometres per 1itre
unlikely to lead to greatly increased travel (Weiner' 1981) The

reasons appear to lie elsewhere"
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~re 3 Automotive fuel economy standards for US. 1967 to 1985

Cu S. Department of Transportation, Feder'al Highway Administr'ation,
.!:!i.9.b.wat.Statistics, Washington, D"C". annual"

Sour'ce: Correspondence with Dr Phil Patterson, US DOE This supersedes
the Table in Chen et al (1981)
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25

d J D ~lurrell. J A. Foster, and D, M, Bristor, Environmental Protection
Agency, Passenger Car a!:!d Light Truck Fuel Economy Trends thr'ough 1980.
SAE Paper 800853

bCalculated using EPA fuel economy values It should be noted that EPA
new car fuel economy values are calculated using manufacturers' sales
projections. while the on-r'oad new caY' fuel economy ;s based on actual
sales data. The SOU'tee foY' on-road fuel economy is: Energy and
Environmental Analysis, Inc., The Highway Fuel Consumption Model- Fouy,th
Quarterl~or'1. prepared for the U"S" Department of Energy, Washington,
DC. July 1981.
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The uncertainty is given as sufficient reason to actively
igate alter'native fuel options; the economic and social risks

starting too late far outweigh the economic and social costs of
ng too soon A major concern is the lead times in bringing

ive fuels into the market, Nicklin (1981) argues that
whose objective is to shorten the lead time for commercial-

in the event of a crisis are a good insur'ance l . Has the
Administration done the right thing by reducing expenditure,

slowing the implementation of the pr'Ogram to develop synthetic

company r'egistered 'household' vehicles in the U K, as the important
influence in maintaining the relative constancy of expenditure on
travel and transport. The strong increases in new car registrations
between 1975 and 1978 occurred during a period of significant price
iocr'eases for new cars and no increase in mean gross household income
The neglected company car sector is discussed in a later section
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The Australian Household Expenditure Survey 1974-75 (Australian
Bureau of Statistics 1976 a,b) shows similar results, although class-
ifications ar'e slightly different (see Morris and Wigan 1979). 177%

expenditure is on transport and travel, with transpor't excluding
iday travel being 15.5%, Car purchase is 25,42% of 17,7%, (the

cOlnp"rative Austral ian figur'e to the U. K" 6 22% of budget devoted to
purchase is 4,50%) although since the Austral ian figur'es relate

all transport. this percentage is likely to be lower than the. U K
-- ly percentage The proportion of expenditur'e spent on cars
all households in Australia. using the same expenditure categories
Mogridge (1979a) is 13,4% (ABS 1976a.b), which varies from 15.3%
Canberra and Adelaide through to 15% for Perth, 143% for Brisbane,
12.,8% for' Sydney and Melbourne

The literature 6n alternative fuels is expansive and generally
any consensus on the t imi ng of and commer'c i a I vi ab i 1i ty of

icular options As a consequence the real futur'es of many of
proposed lalternatives' to petrol is unclear. It is clear,

howe',elc. that the timing of the commercial viability of fuel options
related to (a) the responsiveness of the automobile industry to

demand for more fuel efficient vehicles (as consumers I

eXloe,ot,"ions of higher petr'ol prices are demonstrated in the market
and (b) to uncertainty at the political level as to the

lability of crude oi I
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fuels?(14) President Reagan's position on many auto-related issues
is that 'jf it's worth doing the private sector will do it', The
recent reduction of the feder'ally funded electric and hybrid vehicle
program and the scrapping of the federally funded demonstration
pr'ogram is another illustration of this philosophy

What are the futures for automobiles propelled by alternative
fuels? The comments (and some evidence) below ar'e limited to fuel
options which are being seriously evaluated for introduction on a
significant production scale before the year 2000, Improvements
in fuel efficiency of the internal combustion (spark ignition)
engine are assumed to continue to influence the commercial viability
of alternative-fuelled automobiles

With the exception of some European manufacturers, diesel
engines have to date not been given a serious role in the 1 ist of
automobile options A 14% diesel car penetration is predicted in
the U"S. by 1990 {.John son and La Belle, 1981, Figure 2.3}; it is
currently less than 2%; 12.4% of all car' sales in Italy in ,January
'81 wer'e diesel vehicles, aided by the price of diesel being 40% of
the price of petrol. Recent Volkswagen Formula E Golf diesels
recorded 39 2 (13 8 kpl) for the urban cycle and 52,3 mpg (18.4 kpl)
at 90 kph; making it 17% more fuel efficient than the standard
model However, there are a number of hurdles to overcome before
we could see a strong move to diesel engines, especially the 14%
penetration predicted for the U,S and Australia where the emission
standards are particularly severe Cunently in the U, S there is
a 0,62 grams per kilometer (gpk) oxides of nitrogen (NO) level
requirement; for Australia it is 1 9 gpk (Table 2) x By 1985
the requirement will be 02 gpk in the U S and even more stringent

14. For short-lead time fuels such as gasohol this action does
not appear to be calamitous, especially since its potential
volume in the U.S, is not significant. Gasohol in January
1981 for 31 U, S. states was 39,148,000 gal Ions equivalent
to ,45% of petrol for all 50 states" The January '81 figure.
however, is a 34 6% increase since ,January 1980. (U S
Department of Transpor'tation Monthly Motor Gasol ine Reported
by States January February 1981). This original program
was designed to encour'age alcohol capacity for blending
into gasohol, projecting 700 million gallons in 1982,
One Senator bel ieves the pmjection may not even reach
350 million gallons now
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Note: re-ducing He is mOre practical and cost effectivE: than reducing NO

Source: Motor Trades Association, March 1981, 28, x

In March this year the U.S National Commission on Air Quality
recommended diesel vehicles be allowed to meet 94 gpk instead
of 0.62 gpk of NOx standard through to 1984, when technology
should be available to permit the larger' diesels to meet 0,62
gpk level and small diesels to meet the 0,,259 gpk level
(Automotive News, Mar'ch 9, 1981) ,

Oxides of
Ni ttogen (NO

x
)

Hydro
carbons (He)

HENSHER

Carbon
Monoxide (CO)

Emissions in grams per kilometer (gpk)

-------------------

Exhaust emission standards in r~ustral ia,
New South Wales and the V.S.

(15)
South Wales These requi rements wi' J be
to meet for" large diesel car's (16)Whi le a number

Care must be taken in comparing standar"ds between nations
since the driving cycle varies The U"S 1983 figures
compatible with the driving cycle proposed for NSW 1985
standards would be 12.88 (CO), 105 (HC) and 19 (NO)
In the U,S , given the current administration's path x
of deregulation, the ° 2 NO figures for 1985 is doubted to
apply" x

Tab 1e 2

-----------
Austral i a

1976 ADR27 A Stage 24 2 2. 9
1978 ADR27 A Stage 2 22 0 91 73
1976 NSW Reg 22(1)(f) 24 2 2 9
1981 NSW Reg 22(1) (f) 18 6 75 9
1985 NSW Reg 22(1)(f) 9 3 0 9 9
~!~~~!es of America

1975176 9 32 0 93 93
1977178179 9 32 0 93 24
1980 425 o 25 2 11
1981/82/83 2.11 025 0 62
1985

0_20

rements for New
especially difficult
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of proposals are being considered to meet the 0.62 gpk standard
(for example, Lucas CAV propose more precise injection and exhaust
gas r'ecirculation), the only feasible options for accommodating
0,,2 gpk are downsizing vehicles and engines, electronic control
systems for diesel fuel injection, continuing resear'ch into how
par'ticulate levels relate to the patter'n of total emissions, and
tur'bocharging, The current prechamber diesel may be widely r'eplaced
by a direct-injection diesel, the most efficient internal combustion
option available; however, it will be expensive to perfect,

In r'ecent years, however, the gap in economy between petrol
and diesel engines has been considerably narrowed by petrol engine
improvements, according to Joseph lucas ltd (Automotive News, March
16, 1981, E-14); Agnew (1981, 5) of General Motors however suggests
a 25% kilometres per litre advantage for a dies~l engine than a
comparably-powered petrol engine up to 1985 Petrol designs on the
drawing boards of other manufacturers and their lower particulate
emissions level and production costs may threaten the diesel IS

future, It appears that the real future for diesElJ in automobiles
will be wide cut (very degr'aded) and more variable fuels, for use
in an engine independent of both octane and cetane number, the latter
a measure of delay period after diesel fuel is injected into a
cylinder and its ignition

The Senate Standing Committee on National Resources in
Australia (SeA) (1980) suggest 'two reasons for avoiding any large
scale switch to diesel vehicles 1

: (a) emissions of carcinogens(1]}
and other' emissions which increase susceptibility to bronchitis,
asthma, pneumonia and emphysema; and that smog cr'eated by diesel
exhaust may be a greater' problem than cancer'; (b) the yield of middle
distillates (e.g diesel) from a barrel of Australian crude oil is
lower than that of petrol Since diesel fuel is alr'eady a pr'emium
fuel in other uses it is not considered advisable to develop a signif
icant additional market for diesel until refining strategies have
been resolved

Refining strategy is a key parameter in the fuel options
debate - fuel quality could begin to deteriorate significantly in
the mid 80s (Heywood and Wilkes 1981); the liquid hydmcarbons from
which future petrol and diesel fuel wi 11 be made (whether petroleum
in the shor't-term or oil from shale, coal or tar sands in the 10n9
term) are likely to contain increased quantities of impurities such

17" For a detailed analysis of the potential environmental
consequences of the light duty diesel see Johnson et al
1979
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For example, in the U,S", the coal industry has traditionally
been a backwar'd industry, which must suddenly be transformed
into a mode rn, techno 109 i ca 11 y advanced one Paten t i a 1 use rs
are unwilling to commit themselves to coal especially because
of the uncertainty about meeting environmental requirements
(Stobaugh and Yergin 1979),

Gasohol is a mix of 90 per cent unleaded gasoline and 10 per
cent ethylalcohol (National Geographic 1981, 23, Bevi lacqua et al.
1980), It has been used to describe the petr'ol-alcohol blends
successfully used in a growing number of countries, in particular
Brazil and France" In 1980 the Brazilian industry manufactured

200,000 gasohol-fuelled passenger' cars, with a goal of 400,000
by end of 1981 and a total switch to alcohol fuels by the year 2000"
Whereas Brazil IS additive is ethanol (derived from its abundance of

cane), France is going the methanol route because of its resource
,"',a"ta,qe By 1985 France plans the nationwide availability of
",h'''"", a synthetic fuel ingredient as a maximum 10% additive to

The government has budgeted $A350 million for methanol
<o"v"rsion of coal, producing 05 million tonnes of methanol, one-

ird of the estimated 1985 requir'ements A fleet of 500 cars will
mobilised in 1981 to test the gasoline/carburol mixes of all types

a variety of real life conditions. The California Energy
ssion has recently decided to develop methanol as their' alternative

fuel for many uses, Ethanol, produced from renewable resources
crops), requires expansive agricultural land and has effluent

n9 distilleries, Methanol, mor'e favour:ed by the oil companies,
der'ived from coal or' natural gas, \.fhile Australia is well

ted to both blends, the coal-route is I ikely to be surrounded by
environmental controversy embedded in the future of coal: (18) In

te of this, the State of Victoria (Austr'alia) is to construct a
l-to-oil plant with an annual production of 3 million tonnes of

diesel fuel and chemical feedstock, The seA (1980) recommends
Icompr'ehensive research project covering all aspects of the actual

of alcohol blends under Australian conditions l , including the
issue of optimum use of agricultural land and the appropriateness of

HENSHER

as sulphur and nitrogen, This might work in favour of the predomin-
ating fuel ,petrol, However, pr'essur'e to reduce octane rating of
petrol to increase the yield from cr'ude oi 1 (and hence reduce energy
used in r'efining) could shift the emphasis to engines with less
demanding fuel requirements, such as the direct··injection stratified
charge, the gas tur'bine and the Stirling engine. Gasohol is a less
technologically ambitious route to multiple-fuel capability engines,
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various tax-cum-subsidy schemes" The SeA believes that there is no
evidence to suggest that methanol or ethanol production will have a
significant price advantage over petrol in theforeseeable future"
Many sources argue that if alcohol is to have a future role, it is
via the alcohol-ta-petrol route (avoiding the distribution and
driveabi 1 i ty pmblems) than the alcohol fuel adaptation route

Electric and hybrid battery-sou reed cars

The arguments that the future of the electric car is con
ditional on the successful development of an improved light weight
advanced battery are well documented (e'9 Hamilton, 1980; Singh
et a1 ,1980). However, despite the known technological challenges,
current travel patterns make even the currently available battery
driven cars a feasible option for' the majority of ur'ban trips
Barriers to overcome before the electric car' (EO or hybrid car
(HC) can demonstrate their potential competitiveness as city cars
include range limitation, production scale (which affects the price
per car) and inadequate consumer' exposure to the product. The
proposed vehicle designs are as stylish as curTent petrol-fuelled
vehicles (Dance 1981). The price of ECs in the U.S is not compet-
itive; the ,Jet Industries' EC costs $US11,500 In the U K", a
1524 kg payload is £8160, 50% above current petrol car price.
However, the ECs running costs are 50% lower (Dance 1981, 16) In
mid-'81 in the U"S there are 61 or'ganisations using 628 U.S DOE
demonstration project ECs or 1003 including orders and contract
funds, supplied by 10 manufacturers, These are mainly light comm-
ercial vehicles; however, attention has recently been turned to the
household car market, with firms agreeing to sellar lease ECs to
househo Ids (and sma II bus i nesses), Potent i a I EC manufactur'ers arid
risk capital investors are monitoring the 'project' although the
scrapping of U,S, DOE demonstration project has placed an air of
uncerta i nty over the future di recti on of such i ncent i ve schemes,
Detroit Edison plan to lease 15 ECs to employees as part of its
participation in the U"S Department of Energy's electric and hybr'id
vehicle demonstration program. In the U"K, the Department of the
Environment has given a matching grant to Lucas-Chloride of up to
$US2.3 mi 11 ion per year over the period '81-'86 Most major ,Japanese
manufacturers are also developing electric-drive versions of existing
cars, with government blessing and support,

Service leasing, whereby new cars are supplied to business
cl ients and charges appl ied only for their use rather than for the
cars themselves is one way of promoting the EC at relatively little
cost to the consumer, A Los Angeles Rent-a-car fi rm provides an
opportunity for the potential owner to evaluate the EC The first
round of ECs, however, are unlikely to have similar' characteristics
(e,g speed, luxury) to conventional company cars Any demonstration
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program should be directed initially towards the population who use
small/medium size cars, Electric cars are not more energy efficient
than conventional cars, but they may save petroleum if their electric
recharge power is generated from power plants that do not burn oil
(Singh et al • 1980. Appendix C) In countries such as Australia
and the U.5 1 the resources to produce electricity are mainly non-oil,
In the U.S ~19) in 1980 - Coal = 48,8%, Oil = 12,0%, Gas = 15 3%,
Hydro = 12,5% and Nuclear = 10,9%. In Australia for 179-180
(Australian Department of National Development and Energy, 1980, 49)
coal = 846%, oil = 2,9%. gas = 7,3% and hydro = 5,2%,

Hamilton (1980a) predicts that futuf'e ECs can reduce petroleum
consumption 75% or' more for each unit of conventional vehicular' travel
they displace if recharged from non-oil burning power plants. Signif
icant total petroleum savings wi 11 requi re large-sl1al~ use of ECs
Studies on the potential market share penetration tZO)for ECs (Morton
et 031 ", 1978; Dickson and Walton, 1977; Marfisi et 031 , 197B;
Bevi lacqua et al., 1979; Singh and Bernard, 1979; Kulp et 031 , 1981
summarising SRI A. D little, Mathtec and Argonne National Laboratory)
suggest a range of consensus of 0.3% - 16.5% by the late 1990 1s, The
range is based on varying assumptions on EC range (BO-200 kms), petrol
price (18 Cll - 66 cll in '78 prices), petrol availability (low - high),
EC pur'chase price ($US5200-$8400 in '78 prices) and ECs role as only the
second or third household car or as the first car From the levidence',
the effect of the introduction of ECs on the reduction in petrol
consumption could be marginal or significant One of the key influences
on the likely impact is the complete dependence on a single (non-petrol)
source A preferred (partially battery-sourced) vehicle is the hybrid
car"

19 Importantly, in the U.S , if ECs require additional electricity
utilities, then the oil-fired facilities will be restarted,
These are the first to shut down in periods of low demand, the
period when battery recharge is likely to occur The Electric
Power Research Institute claims that as many as 13 million
ECs could be regularly charged by Ame""rican electric utilities
by the year' 2000 without increasing the need for electricity
generating output. These cars are predicted to save· 100
mi II ion baneis of oi i per year" To ensure recharging late
at night, appropriate incentives wi I 1 be requi red otherwi se
ea r 1y even i ng recha rg i ng is foreseen

Not to be confused with studies which identify the EC market,
(Gunde (1981), Booz Alien, GRC and Brookhaven National Laboratory
'Applicability models l as reported in Kulp et aI.., 1980,2-59
to 2-61) that segment of the automobile market for which ECs
could potentially replace ICE vehicles given current andlor'
predicted driving and trip-making patterns
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A major' 1imitation for the EC as currently promoted. is that
its driving range limits it to local trips. To alleviate this rest-
riction (which in the future might be eliminated by advanced battery
technology). the hybrid car (He) has been proposed" (21) An He has
both an electric motor and a small petrol engine, offering the full
mobility of a conventional petrol powered car but with reduced fuel (22)
consumption. If HCs are price-competitive with the conventional car
then the He's unlimited range will probably capture a larger shar'e of
the auto market than ECs. The petroleum conservation potential is
much greater than ECs, given the greater market potential,

The hybrid car program is likely to progress swiftly in Europe
and Japan; however its future is less certain in the U,S", where
President Reagan has proposed scrapping Federal budget suppor't for the
EC and HC demonstration programs (along with the Stirling and Bray ton
engine programs). The U S. DOT has asked Congress to el iminate funding
for the cooperative automotive research program for a total savings of
$US87 million. This is based on the pr'emise that automobile companies
know best what kind of research to undertake and that given other
demands on Federa 1 resources i t is i napp rop r i a te for the Governmen t
to finance long··term research to benefit a particular industry
(Transportation Consumer 1981) There appears, however to be a good
case for government subsidy in a program character'ised by infor'mation
costs, political and environmental externalities and an oligopolistic
market The immediate future in the U"S for the HC appears to be
in the hands of the auto manufacturers, who currently are reappraising
their position in r'elation to all automobiles With the globa1ising
of the auto industry, it might be predicted that HCs, on curr'ently
predicted support, will be imported into the U S when the market
seems ready

---------------
21 Two classes of HCs are possible, a ser'ies HC which employs a

petr'ol engine to drive a generator which charges the battery
system, and a parallel HC in which the petrol engine and the
electric system are both coupled directly to drive the wheels
(see Singh et al , 1980, 14)

22 This is more 1ikely for the HC than the EC since size and cost
of pr'opulsion battery may be reduced because very long electric
range is not required, offsetting the cost of an ICE (Hamilton
and Curtis, 1979) Dance (1981) quotes for U K", approximately
40% of EC purchase cost is in batteries, excluding charger.
Singh et al. (1980) argue that HCs will not be price-competitive
with the ICE
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Weiner (1981) argues that through the '80s increased fuel
economy combined with rising petrol prices and other' out-oF-pocket
costs will result in r'educed oper"ating costs However in the 1990s
pet ro I pr ices a re p red i c ted to ove rtake fue I economy imp rovemen ts
with operating costs again dsing (Weiner' 1981, Figure 9). It is
at this time that the HC may be a ser"ious alternative, Singh et
al , (1980) however are somewhat pessimistic about the future of
ECs and HCs up to the year 2000. In a major study for' the U S DOE
they cone 1ude that such car's wi 11 not compete on 1i fecyc 1e cos t,
given consideration of all battery technologies likely to be
commercialised The high cost of battery replacement (every 2-3
year"s), less performance than the ICE car (especially in hilly
urban areas and cold cl imates), and range 1imitations, suggests
little likelihood of one"-car families acquir"ing them, and limited
likelihood of multi-car families purchasing a relatively expensive
second car

CONSE~VATION ENERGY - THE UNGLAMOROUS FUEL OPTION

Energy conservation is a largely untapped 'source' of
energy, with many immediate opportunities, and may well be the
least expensive, safest and most productive energy readily available
in large quantities It entails behaviour modification in contrast
to the 'technical solution approach' Stobaugh and Yergin (1979, 11-12)
suggest that conservation could perhaps 'supply' up to 40 per cent of
America's current energy usage, although they do not pr'edict that it
will Such an achievement would r'equire a consistent set of signals,
higher energy prices in particular, incentives, regulations and inform-
ation Clearly the barriers to conservation are great, rarely
technological. often economic but in most instances institutional,
political and social (.Johnson and La Belle 1981)

As a quality energy source conservation does not undermine
international monetary systems, does not pollute, and stimulates
innovation, employment and economic growth (Yergin 1979; Harris
and Davies 1981). (23) Conservation lacks glamour because of the small
scale, decentralised nature of most of the projects" And it also
lacks the appearance of dramatic impact: - its effects are spread
out over the whole economy, and difficult to observe; the drama
and appeal ·of a giant fuel plant are absent

-------------

23, For some years it was argued that there is a strong positive
(one-to-one) relationship between energy use and GDP Recent
studies of industrialised nations have disputed this claim,
suggesting that although energy use and GDP are certainly
not independent, the relationship is more variable than
commonly assumed (Myers, 1975)
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Lave (Jg80) illustrates the potential of decentralised
conser'vation schemes for saving ener"gy Rather than imposing
an 89 kph speed 1 imit on all drivers - which has only produced a
2% energy saving in the U S (see Bates and Rober"ts 1981b for
EUf'opean evidence) - he proposes a differential speed limit: big
cars are limited to 89 kph but'fuel efficient cars are per'mitted
to travel 104 kph, traffic permitting. The idea is to create an
incentive for people to switch to fuel efficient car"s Since t\'JO

decades of mode sp 1i t resea rch have 1ed to the conc 1us ion that,
'the fastest mode gets all the people'. lave argues that the (24)
behavioural incentives to s\'Jitch car's I-Jould be very powerful,

Lave also examines the benefits of small cars versus giant
rai 1 systems in the context of Los Angeles tr"avel patterns He
shows that the money intended to bu i 1d a r'a i I t rans i t sy-stem in
Los Angeles would be sufficient to give away free fuel-efficient
commuter cars to all freeway traveller"s in Los, Angeles (Actually,
it would only requir"e about 20% of the amount required for the rail
system) And the end result of using these cars would be a vastly
greater savings of ener'gy,as well as a reduction in smog and congestion
He calculates yearly savings of 347 mil,110n gallons of fuel, and $300
million of reduced tr'avel time These applications of Lave's Law
of lar'ge pr'oportions. 'the biggest components matter the most', while
somewhat unglamorous, compared to, say, extensive electrification of
the rai 1 network (25) ar'e good economics and have good potential for'
conservation of energy

Conservation usually takes time; itis a long-range
initiative to alter' ener'gy use behaviour' It contrasts with con-
tingenCy planning/strategies which are short-term coping str'ategies
or stop-gap responses to energy shortages (such as petrol rat,ioni~g)

(Transportation Research Board 1980),

24 Energy Undersecretary Sawhill, in the Carter administration,
was supporting this scheme as well as one that would have
permitted intercity buses to travel at 112 kph (y0 mph) on
the inter"state highway system: by giving the buses a travel
time advantage over car"s, a significant proportion of car
trips would be diverted to buses,

25 The Sydney-Melbourne electrification proposal has been
described as I an excellent example of the pursuit of 'dramatic'
solutions to this country's energy problems at the expense of
less glamorous but more productive approaches" (Australian
Senate Standing Committee on National Resour'ces, 1980,21)
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Initial attempts at behaviour' modification began in 1973
after the OPEC oil pr'ice increases It has taken nearly a decade
for some real effects to be observed; (26) however, the evidence on
the contribution of behaviour" modification vis-a-vis technology
modification is not yet fully documented. Chen et al , (1981)
have recently analysed the change in fuel economy from 1979 to 1980
mode I yea r veh i c Ies in the US" They cone 1ude that 65% of' the fue]
economy improvement is due to technological change and 35% to sales
shift; with 60% of the sales shift improvement due to within size
clasS shifts, 20 per" cent of total fuel econor~y impr"ovement is
attdbuted to consumer selection of more efficient models within
the same size cla~-s In the US, It<'here large and luxury vehicles
were the rule rather than the exception, we note (using EPA automobi le
classification) :

(1) an 8% decrease in petml consumption between 1979 and 1980;
in February 1981 a decr"ease of 7 4 per' cent in comparison
to February ]980,

(2) an annual reduction in ]980 in daily barrels of oil consumed,
by 475,000 (or 6.4%) (Figure 4) Patterson (198]) has
produced some evidence that from a nationally representative
sample 30% indicated they had r'educed their- motor fuel use,
and 20% had increased their use over' the last 12 months
(since Spring 1980); the most important method used to
accomplish this being 'fewer trips' (41%) followed distantly
by increased fuel efficiency (14%), When this evidence is
combined with the conclusions above by Chen et al (1981),
it is tempting to conclude that behaviour' modification is
having a significant influence on energy conservation.
However, even if this were a con'ect inter'pr'etation of the
'fact', there is sti 11 enormous unr'eal ised energy savings
fmm further' behaviour' modi fication

The subcompact (e,g. Toyota Corol la, Honda Accord) shar'e
increased by 33% between September 1979 UO%) and September
1980 (399%) with a high of 41 2% in August 1980; although
since then it has dmpped back tb 31 6% of the mar'ket share
at April 1981 (with a period high of 36,5% at February 198])
(Chen et al 1981) This decline in market share, was taken

Up to late 1970s this period was technologically constr'ained
An example of how market for'ces can work against technological
modifications conserving ener'9Y is the recent introduction in
the U S of premium octane lead-free fuel (96 RON) and the
increase in standard grade to 92 5 RON as a consequence of
engine knocks, due to lead-free petrol with a low octane
rating" This has a detrimental effect on crude oil consumption,
increasing the demand for more OPEC oi 1 The aver'age lead-fr"ee
petrol quality is now 935 RON (compared in the 19'75 agreement)
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up by compact (e,g Ford Granada, Peugeot 504) and midsize
(e.g Ford Fairmont, Dodge Charger), each capturing appr'oximately
50% of this subcompact reduction The compact, however', has
gained significantly since September' 1980, a 121% mar'ket share
increase (from 7,2% to 159% in April 1981), This is accompanied

Source:
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by an 8,64 kpg fuel economl: improvement, a 19% increase from
the previous model year (2/)

The combined fuel economy of domestic and domestic-sponsor'ed
cats in August 1980 showed a 432 kilometres per gallon
improvement over the end-af-year 1979 level The eight months
up to Apri 1 1981 showed an improvement in model year 1981 autos
fleet fuel economy of 3 36 kilometres per gallon; due mainly
to domestic autos which increased by 8.7% (3.36 kpg) in fuel
efficiency, while imports improved by 5,,4% (2,56 kpg). Although
large cars made only marginal improvements in fuel efficiency
(31 kpg to 33 4 kpg) the! r market share dropped by 45% up to
March 1981

Table 3 shows the downsizing effect for domestically-produced
and total automobiles; a§d the implied fuel savings concomitant
with such a downsizing.(2) New car registrations in 1980 were
down 120% on 1978. This is the lowest since 1975 For new
imported cars, registrations in 1980 were at an all-time high

by the end of 1980 'vehicle kilometres travelled ' (VKT)had
declined 6 per' cent hom its high in mid-1979 (Weiner 1981)

During late summer 1979, winter 1980 and the early months of 1981
(up to end of Apr·il), rebates were offered in the U S to purchasers
of new domestic vehicles For example, the GM rebate between
March 20 and April 4 to customers was $500 - $700 on particular
models with dealers contributing $300 of the $700 and $200 of
the $500 The previous rebate had yielded car sales 20% higher
for GM than expected, and demonstrated that l pr ice concessions
move cars l Sales leaped 30.3% both on a year-to-year daily
rate basis, although for GM it was costly - $50 mi 11 ion on rebates
and $35 mi II ion for GM dealers. The r'ebates helped to shift the
less than optimal (60-day is viewed as optimal) inventory, which
reached a high of 78-k days in February 1981 (Automotive News,
February 16) A study by Cr'afton and '-Hoffer (1980) shows that
whi le new car dealers do pass manufacturer rebates forward, they
only pass, on average, 25% of it forward to consumers (Automotive
News, February 16)

Mellman (1981) suggests that the changing demographic structure
of households in the U.S, is a contributing influence on down-
sizing. The increase in households with one or' two persons
tends to reduce the constraint on their vehicle choice by
functional needs This flexibility allows their purchase
patterns to be quite volatile in response to changes in influences
such as fuel prices This implies in the U S. that subcompact's
market shar'e may already be approaching saturation point
Cheslow (1980), however', concludes that when changing demographic
trends are taken up to the year 2000 (using the projections of
the number of households and families up to 1995 of U $, Bureau
of Census and extrapolation to 2000 from 1990 to 1995 trend), the
mix of cars by size class after 1979 remains nearly unchanged.
Further research is required to disentangle the complex causal
relationships,
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NEW CAR REGIST.RATIONS BY PERCENTAGC c OF EPA SIZE CLASSIFICATION.
- MODEL YEARS ~~65-~1~~. - .

Sources.

f>1inlcompact Sub compact Compact Midslze Large Tt','o-<;eater
bT 0 T 0 T D T D T 0 T D Fleet

4.5 9.4 11.3 21.0 53. I 0.7 9,332,6124.5 9.2 9.5 23.6 52.3 0.7 9,035,1164.8 10.6 8.5 23.4 51.8 0.7 8,348,4635.6 10.8 8.i 24. i 50.7 0.7 9,404,0395.4 11. I 8.3 24.2 50.0 0.8 9,450,1425.5 11.6 9.8 23.3 48.9 0.9 8,395,8965.6 12.7 11.0 21.9 47.7 1.0 10,239,4625.2 14.2 11. 8 21.4 46.2 1.1 10,937,6985.4 14.7 11.3 22.6 44.9 1.1 11,384,5765.9 14.7 11.3 23.7 43.3 1.1 3,740,8937.5 17.0 24.3 23.5 25.7 i .8 3,627,8838.6 18.9 24. I 21.5 25.0 2.0 10,099,1687.2 16.2 25.7 21.7 27.4 i .7 11,175,08710.0 5.6 21.8 12.3 14.4 16.5 30.8 39. i 20.5 26.0 2.5 0.4 11,308,0786.0 3.6 29.9 22.7 8.3 8.2 34.2 41.3 19.6 23.7 2. I 0.4 10,813,5274.5 " , 37.4 26.2 6.6 6.4 34.2 44. I 15.0 19.4 2.4 0.5 9,833,404
J.J

3.6 1.1 32.4 20. I 13.3 14.8 36.'} 47.5 12.2 16.0 2.2 0.5 5,272,584
1981 data are from October through Apri 1. ~

c
""cFleet figures are obtained from Ward's Autornotlve reports except for 1980, 1981, whlcn are from Chen et al. (1981).~

These figures are higher, In comparable years, tnan figures reported In Chen et al 11981, Table 2), the latter
represents only sales that could be mapped to correspond to EPA fuel economy values. 1978 is a disturbing Year,
with ~ard's Automotive figures SignificantlY different from Chen et al. by 3,122,215 automobiles.

The percentage market shares for 1978 to date relate to the EPA compatible sales; given in Chen et al. (June 1981,Table

These figures, based on Chen et a1 (1981) are lower thanp"utomotlve News figures (e.g. '79 ~ 24.52%. '80 ~ 26.41%)
A further set of percentages are given in the Subcommittee on Trade report which indlcare21 .9% for '79. Much of the
d,ifferences can be explained by the exclusion in Chen et al. of sales which do not map Into EPA fuel economy values.

T ~ domestic and imported autos
D = domestic autos only

c.

d.

Model
Year

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

;:;; 1978
m 1979

1980
1981
-
a.

b.
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A preferred unit of analysis, however, in the context of household
energy conser"vation is household ki lometres tr'avel1ed (HKT)
(as also discussed earlier), This defines the true conservation
effect r'ather than any possible structural changes to the populat-
ion/economy as a whole The Michigan Survey Sample analysed by
Mellman (198l) reported an incr'ease of 166 HKT between 177 and
'80, whereas the VKTs declined by 1923 km

Conserving energy is desirable if it assists lthe necessary
tr'ansition to an economy based on renewable SQur'ces of energy (which)
will or would be much smoother and less troublesome than if we carried on
rapidly using up the non-renewable sources ofoil" (Mogridge, 1981, 3)

COMPANY CARS - A MAJOR GROWTH SECTOR

Until recently the company car sector was not 5er"10u51y viewed
as different ft"om the household car sector' in terms of energy con
sumption, An extensive search of the liter'ature found no substantive
evidence of an inter"est in the company cat sector prior to 1978 (Cooke
1978) except by national executive societies wishing to establish gUide~29)
lines for organisations in setting the 'per"k' structur"e for employees,

In Australia the company car represents only 9% of all cars
registered in New South Wales (1978/79); however it r'epresents 44% of
all new cars registered in 1979 (or 35% of the new car market for
Au?tral la)" The company car share of new car registrations in the
U.K. varies from a high of 70% (British Institute of Management Foundation
1979) to a low of 44%, the latter' from 1979 appl ication forms for new
vehicle registrations (wher'e self-employed company cars tend to go
undetected) According to a sur'vey of Sc'hou (1981a, 1981b), 70%
of the company car's in New South Wales are large cars (weight above
1200 kg, engine size greater than 2 5 litres, 6 or more cylinders, and
fuel economy less than 8 kpl) while only 8% are small cars (weight less
than 1000 kg, engine size 18 litres, 4 cylinders and fuel economy

29 After pensioner life insur'ance-scheme contributions by a firm,
provision of a company car and coverage of all company car
expenses rank second (Hensher 1977, 48~57), accounting in 1973
in Austral ia for' 51% of all income-related benefits, 431%
of senior' management wer'e supplied with a company Car (cunently
80% in the U K (Whitelegg 1981) and 50% in 1977 (Cooke 1978))
with 33% receiving payment for al 1 car expenses A recent
survey of vehicle fleet management in Europe (reported in Whitelegg
1981) gave the fo 1lowi ng percentages of sen ior management wi th
company cars: U,K, (80%), Belgium (50%), Netherlands (50%),
France (40-45%), Italy (30-35%), West Germany 00-35%),Switzer
land (30%) and Spain (30%)
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32" Personal communication with George Alto Monte, Vice President
Motor Traders Association of New South Wales

The national average in the U.K, is 3 years, compar'able to the
company car average in Austral la, Is the company car mean in
the U"K less than 3 years'? We do not know

The increasing visibility of the company car mar"ket means that
the government must think carefully about any major tax disincentive
schemes which could have further" serious impl ications for output,
employment and import penetration of for'eign-make cars in countries
which currently have faltering automobile industries. The suggestion
by Mogridge (1981, 17) of reducing the societal subsidy to company car
beneficiaries in the UK. by plating an upper limit on tax relief,
was introduced in Australia in 1979 (with a $19,500 upper limit on
the value of a 1981 model vehicle claimable as a tax deduction)
The indication to date is that the domestic auto industry has not gained,
ther'e being a growth in demand for 1 year old luxury-imported vehicles
and extended leases on the imported upmar'ket cars beyond the normal lease
renewal period, (32) This result may be short-term; its long run effect

In the shor't-term this sector provides significant potential
for fuel savings because of the current fleet mix; (30)and the evidence
in Australia (Schou 1981) that the average replacement cycle is just
over three years (31)

30, One organisation in Australia, with 350 cars has already succeeded
in r'educing fuel consumption by 10%, a saving in 1980 of $150,000,
by moving from a situation where less than 1% of its car and light
utility fleet had 4 cylinder engines to a position where only
3.5% of the fleet is composed of 6 cylinder and small V8 engines
At the most senior executive levels, engine capacity has been
limited to 3.5 litres and fuel economy targetted at 14 litres
per' 100 km (20 mpg). A 30 per cent fuel consumption reduction
is projected up to 1985 by the company. An important outcome of
this 'experiment' is that senior executives did not move to other
organisations which predominantly supply the more luxurious
VB vehicles

greater than 10 kpl), The average fuel economy is 7,1 kpl, 15% less
than the average for all cars, Company cars accumulate more annual
ki Jometres compared to the national average (Schou 1981) The average
engine size of company car's in the U, K. in 1979 was 1650 cc compared to
1390cc for all other cars (Potter and Reikie 1980) Studies by Dix and
others (1980, 1981) show that the company car is an addi tion in households
owning at least one car, the latter' retained after the addition Al
though the mean annual kilometres per vehicle is declining in Australia
due to increased multi-car ownership per household, the company car
appears to partly explain why HKTs are increasing (see previous section)
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on fuel conservation is unknown Dix et al., (1981) have calculated
the subsidy to the British company cat' beneficiaries; the figure of
£2,000 million per annum being considerably greater than the subsidy
to public transport

Empirical work by Schou (1981a, b) surveying 216 companies in
New South Wales suggests that petrol rationing,petrol price increases,
an inefficiency tax, and reductions in tax deductibility (where cars
do not meet the fuel economy standard of 10 kpl) are all unlikely
to impact on the overall demand fot' company cars, but will influence
substantially its fleet composition

The movement to vehicle leasing, especially service leasing
appears to be a response to the costs of acquiring and using a car, in
a sense legitimising the tax deductible nature of this asset and flow
of consumption services. This is one possible indication of the price
responsiveness of society to the increased cost of owning and operating
automobiles, and is a mechanism for ensuring that the tax burden is
spread across the general population rather than solely the beneficiaries
of such a maj or I pe rk I The company ca r ma rket cou Id respond ver'y
differently to price and policy incentives than the household auto
ma rke t.. There is necess i ty for r'esea rch on th i stop i c

THE AUTOMOBILE, URBAN FORM AND ENERGY

It is of ten sugges ted that the automob i le has been a pd me
stimulant to suburbanisation of residential location and decentral
isation of activities This argument claims that some ur'ban forms
are more energy intensive than others, especially forms which reinforce
the predominance of the automobile, because traffic densities are too
low to justify high-capacity public transport facilities, A number:
of carefully conducted studies have pieced together the empi rical
evidence to dispute this stance. A most thorough study is that by
Small (1981) using the U S national travel data and supplementary
sources (33)

Small looked at determinants of intrametr'opolitan location
patterns to identify the possible impact of energy scarcity on urban
development patterns in the next 20 year's or so. Two scenarios
were considered: (a) a high cost situation: tripling of 1977 petrol
prices but a stable supply of energy and (b) a severe shortage scenario

33" There have been innumerable simulation studies of the trans
portation energy effects on urban growth (e"g. Romanos et al
1980); however, the preferred focus is on adjustments from
the existing urban form and patterns of use"
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34, Small assumed technological and behavioural patterns determining
energy use as those prevailing in the 70s, but used the 1980
mandated average fuel consumption level of 7 kpl (20 mpg)

Thus energy shortage on this evidence is not likely to affect
urban development patterns; behaviour modification and technological
change in the auto industry are more likely to yield significant
reductions in energy consumption Even without such adaptations,
Small concludes that lthe differences in ener'gy consumption between
cities and suburbs are r'elatively modest, and would provide individuals
or firms only small incentives to alter' their location decisions ' ,

The results
()4)

THE AUTOMOBILE AND THE FUTURE

unstable supply, intermittent recurring disruptions
are reported for both work and non-work travel,

For work trips and the high cost scenario, the average household
choosing between a city and suburban residence must add an extra
$160 per annum to the cost of commuting jf it locates in the city and
$210 if it locates in the suburbs. The differential provides a measure
of strength of the net incentive toward centralisation. Alternative
adjustments such as smaller cars could reduce this differential even
more" For' non-work travel the equivalent net incentive is $113 This
is an extremely small effect. For the severe shortage scenario, a
land use control which resulted in densities of 15 units per acre
compared to the current mean of 5 units/acre would reduce automobile
use for work trips by only 1,4% after 6 year's

In real ity, the trend in urban development is decentralisation
(Button and Pearman 1981, Weiner 1981, Sydney Morning Herald 1981,
Bates and Roberts 1981b). In the U,S , 3 mi 11 ion people left the
cities for rural and semi-rural areas during the past 10 years, which
more than reversed the drift to the cities that occur-red in the 19605,
Demographers expect the pattern to accelerate, par'ticularly as more
industries are being established outside of metropolitan areas. Inner
London lost 16t of its population in the decade up to 1976, These
occurrences serve to encourage the further' growth of automobi le demand"
Button and Pearman (1981) provide an excellent overview of this trend,
Whi le tr'ansport could be used as a planning tool to reshape the
destiny of the cities, the urban areas and society, it appears unlikely
in the foreseeable future that existing and planned public transport
will increase its market share significantly In the U S. the

. automobile accommodates approximately 92% of all person kilometres of
travel (Gorman 1978,137, Table 3); in Austr'alia it is 90% (Department
of Transport 1981, 9),
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS

This paper has attempted to identify the directions of change
occurring in the production and consumption of automobiles. While
the topic is complex, the evidence suggests that individuals without
abandoning their traditional dependence on the car, are shifting to
smaller, more fuel-efficient cars, They have adjusted to higher
energy prices by switching to energy-efficient car's rather than by
reducing auto travel The automobile industry is globalising itself
to take advantage of the economies of expertise and the high growth
markets in the Third World"

A number of new dir'ections are emerging which serve to enhance
the future role of the car" These directions encompass technological
change, both in vehicle design and fuel efficiency; industrial
restructuring, in par'ticular globalising the auto industr"y; signif
icant new growth markets for" car sales, especially in South America
and the OPEC nations; location adjustment of households, such as
out-migration from cities; participation adjustments, especially the
percentage increase in women entering the workforce and increased
licensed women drivers; ownership restructuring of consumption markets
in the Western World, especially the growth in company registered
cars; and pmmising substitutes for fossil fuels While many studies
have investigated conservation of energy through behaviour modification,
a most obvious source of societal benefit, it is an area of far greater
potential than shown to date,

However, while we can be somewhat confident as to the direction
of change, we are much less confident about the timing of such change
The wheels are in motion, but the speed of adaptation is uncertain.
The timing uncertainty is, more than anything, the cause of much of
the concern about the future of the automobile
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NEW CAR REGISTRATIONS BY SIZE OF VEHICLE FOR AUSTRALIA 1966-81

These S ze categories are those of the IndustrIes Assistance CommiSSIon, and are
adaptat ons of the AOAPS categories modified as follows: small autos are the ADAPS small
plus me ium categories plus Cortina 6; medium autos are AOAPS upper medium and luxury
categorIes mInus Cortina 6 plus Peugeot 604 pius Datsun 280ZX; luxury autos are ADAPS
luxury category.

industiles Assistance Corr,mission, Canbeira.

SIZE CATEGORIES a

SMALL MEDIUM LUXURY

number Z number Z number Z

97746 31.37 198142 64.61 10800 3.52 -I

'"119631 35.65 205736 61. 32 10174 3.03 m
141914 38.48

I
217425 58.95 9497 2.57 ".

c156752 39.10 235053 58.64 I 9069 2.26 -I
0173829 42.08 230235 55.74 8997 2.18 :<

I 0i72173 41.27 236394 56.66 8657 2.07 ~
I ;::i 77965 43.85 218514 53.84 I 9373 2.31 m214001 46.53 235365 51.17 I 10559 2.30 ".239173 50.25 223319 46.92 13504 2.83 z

0264699 56.22 192851 40.96 13264 2.82 -I261196 55.72 194938 41.58 12663 2.70 '"m246903 57.08 I 165702 38.79 14554 3.41 ."275744 61.20

I
160324 35.58 14495 3.22 c

-I258547 56.20 183294 40.93 ' 13203 2,87 c
~293592 64.79 148504 32.77 11082 2.44 m

I70399 65.97 I 33621 31. 51 , 2694 2.52

Sou ice

1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

;;: 1973
~ 1974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981 b

-

Notes: a.
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